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35 years ago this summer Camp Eden was born!

Intern reflections
Jim Grossman is a student at Crossroads College, Rochester, MN. 

Accompanied by his wife and daughter, he is doing an internship in Poland. 
Below is a short report on his experiences and observations there to date.

The church we went to was 

amazing. Five new believers 

had just been baptized
. It was 

great to meet many Polish 

people and see the way they 
worshiped God. 

I have been helping by doing some work around the camp; mowing lawn, weed whipping, helping build the new apartments attached to  the chapel, etc.

These are Gosia and 
Kasia. Gosia led Kasia to 
Jesus three months ago, 

and their stories are 
awesome..

Adrian and Kris have been a  real blessing. They speak English, and have been great at helping translate and teaching us Polish. Lillie also loves them both, and loves to play games with them. They are so funny! Its good to have new friends so quickly

So far in Poland...
Life has been great. The people are very nice and hospitable, both in church, at camp, and on the streets in towns and cities. We are 
learning a lot about Poland. The changes as a result of Communism’s fall are still fresh memories, especially in the minds of older 
adults.
The country is changing, and we have met people from every stage of life: older ones who remember the war and the Iron Curtain 
days, younger ones who have traveled abroad, children in school, etc. 
It is Senior’s Week at camp, and it is good to see many examples of great faith and hear peoples’ testimonies. These people are 
terrific. Ministering to them through sermons, nightly Bible study, and getting to know them has been wonderful. Many of them come 
from a religious system which taught them rituals and rules, but not about how to know Jesus in a personal and meaningful way, or 
the value of reading the Bible for themselves in order to grow in their faith. 
Learning that Kassie was pregnant as we prepared to leave the States has made things a little more difficult at times, dealing with 
morning sickness and all. However, on the whole it has been good. God is showing us a lot, and blessing us with a great experience.

This tent was finally “retired” (long after 
it was worn out) in 2007, and has been 

replaced by a permanent worship center, 
still in process of being completed.

The main lodge, completed in 1985, 
houses sleeping rooms, the dining hall,  

coffee shop and offices.

Outliving Communism and a perennially bad 
economy, Eden’s ministry continues. Well over 

1,000 people have come to know Christ here. Many 
of them are now in ministry, or have established 
Christian marriages and families, sharing their life 

and faith with others in Poland.
And Camp Eden is still young. What will the future 
hold? As God continues to call people to himself 

here, we can pray with anticipation that the Lord will 
continue to use them to reach their generation for 

Christ.



Please pray for Poland often!
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Christian camping works!
The following “repeat performance” accounts appeared in earlier newsletters. 

We share them in abbreviated form for your enrichment.

Arek, Monika and Grazyna all enjoy Camp Eden.

Arek Jastrzebski first came to Camp Eden on his bicycle 
from Bydgoszcz (about a 40 mile trip) for one day in 1982. 
He was so welcomed and impressed that he returned the 
next year for an entire camp, and accepted Christ.
Today Arek, his wife, Grazyna, and daughter, Monika, are 
all heavily involved in Eden’s camping ministry.

It was 21 years ago when Ewa invited Piotr to attend 
Camp Eden. When the gospel was presented to him 
there, he readily accepted Christ, and began to grow in 
his faith.
Now married and parents, they are bringing their three 
children up to follow Christ as well.

Ewa and Piotr take advanta
ge of opportunit

ies for 

fellowship with other believe
rs at Camp Eden.

When Pawel came to camp in 2008, he enlisted several people to 
pray for his friend Michal, who had many questions about the 
Christian faith. A year later Michal came to camp with Pawel, had 
more of his questions answered, and was drawn by God to follow 
Christ.

Michal is now in university at Gdansk, 
and serves at Camp Eden in summers.

Please ask God to call people to follow him at Camp Eden this summer!


